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Abstract

With recent trends indicating cyber crimes in-001
creasing in both frequency and cost, it is imper-002
ative to develop new methods that leverage data-003
rich hacker forums to assist in combating ever004
evolving cyber threats. Defining interactions005
within these forums is critical as it facilitates006
identifying highly skilled users, which can im-007
prove prediction of novel threats and future cy-008
ber attacks. We propose a method called Next009
Paragraph Prediction with Instructional Prompt-010
ing (NPP-IP) to predict thread structures while011
grounded on the context around posts.The ex-012
perimental evaluation shows that our proposed013
method can predict the thread structure signif-014
icantly better than existing methods allowing015
for better social network prediction based on016
forum interactions.017

1 Introduction018

Cybercrimes cost trillions of dollars in damages019

worldwide each year, impacting different sectors020

of society ranging from national defense to private021

industry (Fox, 2021). Current trends indicate a022

considerable rise in cybercrimes in the next sev-023

eral years as hacker tools become more sophisti-024

cated and ubiquitous (Morgan, 2016). This is, in025

part, due to the advent of the dark web, which has026

given hackers the opportunity to interact, profit, and027

exchange information on dark web forums (Goel,028

2011). Identifying key user interactions within029

these dark forums can assist in identifying promi-030

nent hackers with knowledge of novel threats as031

well as predicting potential cyber attacks. Thus, the032

thread structure of a forum becomes important in033

generating social networks based on user interac-034

tions as shown in Figure 1 (Fu et al., 2007).035

Unfortunately, most of the hacker forums are036

unstructured making it difficult to identify user037

interactions through post replies in an automated038

manner. Moreover, although many of these dark039

forums have a rich source of text information in040

Figure 1: Example of a thread from an unstructured
Hacker forum in the darkweb (left), and the predicted
thread structure (right).

different threads that discuss specific topics, such 041

as malware, virus, illegal items, and other illegal 042

activities, the recent reports indicate that 90% of 043

posts on popular dark web hacking forums are 044

made by those looking to solicit hacker services 045

instead of the hackers themselves (Technologies, 046

2021; Culafi, 2021). Traditional methods used 047

to define social networks on unstructured forums 048

such as Creator-oriented Network and Last Reply- 049

oriented Network (L’Huillier et al., 2010) are based 050

upon temporal interaction assumptions that do not 051

consider the full context of the user interactions 052

based on the content of the posts. Kashihara et 053

al. previously introduced a powerful deep learning 054

method called Next Paragraph prediction (NPP) de- 055

signed to define social networks using posts from 056

the Reddit forums (Kashihara et al., 2020). The 057

NPP method outperformed traditional methods as 058

well as BERT’s Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) 059

(Devlin et al., 2019) when defining social networks 060

from posts. 061

Building upon the NPP method, we propose 062

the Next Paragraph Prediction with Instructional 063

Prompting (NPP-IP) that leverages cutting-edge 064

Prompt-based learning to assist in social network 065

construction from posts. Using a Reddit dataset 066

consisting of over 105 threads and 1, 648 posts, we 067

train and evaluate the model against both traditional 068

methods as well as the original NPP method. We 069

also test the model using real unstructured hacker 070
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forums data, where 20 threads are manually an-071

notated by human experts to identify interactions072

based on posts. The results show that NPP-IP per-073

forms 2.68 to 4.7 percentage points better than the074

other existing methods.075

Contributions: (i) Prompt-based learning (instruc-076

tional prompting) is introduced into a deep learning077

method called Next Paragraph Prediction for social078

network construction of forum data. (ii) We apply079

Prompt-based learning to Cybersecurity domain080

for the first time. (iii) The evaluation results show081

that our method can predict thread structures better082

than the existing methods. (iv) The results indicate083

that the proposed method is robust enough to train084

using data from one cyber-related forum and apply085

to another cyber-related forum.086

2 Related Work087

Thread Structure Prediction: In order to build088

social networks from forums, member interac-089

tions must be correctly identified via posts on090

threads. There are two network representations091

introduced (L’Huillier et al., 2010) for building the092

social network in forums: Creator-oriented Net-093

work and Last Reply-oriented Network. The Last094

Reply-oriented Network is widely used for the so-095

cial network analysis in the recent works (Phillips096

et al., 2015; Almukaynizi et al., 2017; Marin et al.,097

2018; Sarkar et al., 2018; Pete et al., 2020; Johnsen098

and Franke, 2020). Since these two traditional net-099

work conversion approaches are based on limited100

information and considerable assumptions on in-101

teractions between users, the social structures of102

the networks are likely not accurate representations.103

Other recent works have predicted helpful posts in104

the forums (Halder et al., 2019) using a neural net-105

work based model that determines whether the post106

is useful or not. However, the importance of a post107

has very little utility when predicting interactions108

and thus social networks.109

Instructional Prompting: Building effective dis-110

crete prompts for language models (LM) to perform111

NLP tasks is an active area of research (Schick112

and Schütze, 2021; Scao and Rush, 2021; Tam113

et al., 2021; Reynolds and McDonell, 2021). Such114

prompts are often extremely short and may not in-115

clude a complete definition of complex tasks. In116

contrast, the recent works (Mishra et al., 2021a,b)117

give instructions encode detailed instructions as118

they were used to collect the dataset. Driven many119

empirical analysis by (Mishra et al., 2021a), the120

framing instructional prompting has demonstrated 121

considerable improvements across LMs. 122

3 Model Description 123

Our proposed NPP-IP model is based on infusing 124

the original dataset with specific task instructions 125

using an instruction prompting function. Formally, 126

the instruction prompting function fprompt(·) is 127

defined as 128

fprompt(x) = I||x, (1) 129

where || represents concatenation of instruction 130

prompt I with training sample x. Instruction 131

prompt I is formally defined as: 132

133
Task Description:
You are given two posts and you need to
generate True if they are the direct reply
relation, otherwise generate False.
Positive Example:
post1: Windows Defender Gets a New Name:
Microsoft Defender
post2: Bring back MSE and its ui even logo
looks cool...
output: True
Negative Example:
post1: Windows Defender Gets a New Name:
Microsoft Defender
post2: Title says it
output: False"

134

Training sample x is formally defined as 135

x = Post k || [sep] || Post k + i, (2) 136

which represents a pair of concatenated posts at 137

index k and k+ i with a separation key [sep], such 138

that i ̸= 0. 139

The NPP-IP model leverages five framing tech- 140

niques defined in (Mishra et al., 2021a) for fram- 141

ing the instruction prompting information I . First, 142

the Use Low Level Patterns technique is accom- 143

plished by providing a simple task descriptor to 144

correctly output a value of True or False if a reply 145

relationship exists between posts without includ- 146

ing any cybersecurity jargon. Second, Itemized 147

Instructions are provided via the positive and neg- 148

ative examples with the corresponding output in 149

bulleted list format for thread structure prediction. 150

The positive and negative examples also fulfill the 151

Break It Down technique by defining simpler sub- 152

tasks corresponding to identifying negative and 153

positive examples. This is also where cyberse- 154

curity information is introduced into the instruc- 155

tional prompt. Next, Enforce Constraints is ac- 156

complished by constraining the examples to their 157
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Figure 2: The original NPP model (Left) combines a
pair of posts to predict whether one post is a response
to the other. Our NPP-IP model (Right) incorporates
instruction prompt information into the NPP structure
allowing for task information to be leveraged.

respective outputs of True or False. Lastly, the Spe-158

cialize Instructions technique is accomplished by159

specifically stating the expected output in both task160

description and examples.161

Figure 2 shows the BERT-based neural network162

structure used by an NPP model as well as the resul-163

tant NPP-IP model after introducing instructional164

prompting information. The original dataset gives165

two posts as its input, where the label space is de-166

fined as {True, False}, defining whether posts share167

a direct response relation or not. Including instruc-168

tional prompting provides critical task information169

for both positive and negative cases, which are then170

used in the embedding and subsequent prediction171

task during training.172

4 Evaluation and Results173

Datasets: A curated Reddit dataset (Kashihara174

et al., 2020) was used to train and evaluate our pro-175

posed model. The Reddit dataset is ideally suited176

for thread structure analysis given its tree-like struc-177

ture within different threads. Our proposed model178

was also evaluated using 20 hacker forum threads179

from three English hacker forums annotated by hu-180

man experts, which is referred to as the “Hacker181

Forums" dataset. The forum thread data is from182

CYR3CON1. The average posts per thread is 15.4.183

Four cybersecurity experts checked posts in each184

thread, and annotated a relation of two posts in a185

thread which the two posts are direct response re-186

lations or not. The site names and usernames are187

anonymized. The topic, thread, and post informa-188

tion from the Reddit and Hacker Forums dataset189

are provided at A.1.190

1https://www.cyr3con.ai

Method Model P R F1
CO - 0.00 1.00 0.01
LR - 0.72 0.12 0.20

NPP

BE-B 0.42 0.46 0.44
BE-L 0.36 0.51 0.42
RB-B 0.59 0.33 0.43
RB-L 0.41 0.58 0.48

NPP-IP

BE-B 0.48 0.46 0.47
BE-L 0.64 0.41 0.50
RB-B 0.62 0.43 0.51
RB-L 0.39 0.56 0.46

Table 1: Results from the Reddit test data show that
the NPP-IP method outperformed all other methods
for thread structure prediction across all but one of the
different BERT language models analyzed.

Metrics and Task: Our proposed NPP-IP method 191

was evaluated against several different methods 192

for thread structure prediction using cybersecurity 193

related posts. Two language models, BERT (BE) 194

and RoBERTa (RB), were explored when training 195

the NPP and proposed NPP-IP models, where -B 196

and -L represent base and large models for each 197

LM respectively. As shown in Figure 3, our NPP- 198

IP method outperformed the original NPP method 199

based on the F1 score using the Reddit data across 200

all but one of the LMs. 201

We compared performance with well known 202

methods, Creator-Oriented Network (CO) and Last 203

Reply-Oriented Network (LR) using Precision (P), 204

Recall (R), and F1 score (F1) metrics reported in Ta- 205

bles 1 and 2 for Reddit and Hacker Forums datasets, 206

respectively. Both tables show a clear improvement 207

from our NPP-IP method compared to most meth- 208

ods across both datasets. As shown in Table 2, in 209

two of the three hacker forums, our proposed NPP- 210

IP method with BERT-B LM reached the highest 211

F1 score while NPP-IP with BERT-L LM recorded 212

the highest F1 score for the third forum. 213

Libraries and Hyperparameters: In order to 214

build, train, and evaluate both NPP and NPP-IP 215

methods, we use publicly available libraries and set 216

hyperparameters, and they are described in A.2. 217

5 Analysis and Discussion 218

As far as the authors are aware, this is the first 219

time that instructional prompts have been applied 220

to text-based cybersecurity data. As the results of 221

Reddit and Hacker Forums datasets show in Table 1 222

and Table 2, NPP-IP performs better than NPP in 223

most of the cases. The improvement on the Reddit 224

dataset from NPP to NPP-IP across different LMs, 225

ranged between 3− 8% across F1 scores. Similar 226
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Forum1 Forum2 Forum3
Method Model P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
CO - 0.31 1.00 0.47 0.27 1.00 0.43 0.12 1.00 0.21
LR - 0.50 0.00 0.01 0.50 0.09 0.16 0.50 0.13 0.21

NPP

BE-B 0.40 0.37 0.39 0.37 0.61 0.46 0.33 0.65 0.44
BE-L 0.94 0.27 0.41 0.50 0.34 0.41 0.50 0.33 0.40
RB-B 0.59 0.38 0.46 0.29 0.50 0.37 0.48 0.43 0.41
RB-L 0.54 0.55 0.54 0.55 0.58 0.54 0.45 0.40 0.41

NPP-IP

BE-B 0.55 0.39 0.45 0.71 0.63 0.67 0.61 0.56 0.58
BE-L 0.70 0.43 0.53 0.85 0.31 0.45 0.61 0.60 0.57
RB-B 0.50 0.37 0.42 0.52 0.58 0.48 0.53 0.84 0.46
RB-L 0.50 0.87 0.43 0.50 0.34 0.41 0.50 0.33 0.40

Table 2: Results from each of the anonymous hacker forums demonstrated that the NPP-IP model outperformed
all other models. The NPP and NPP-IP models were both trained with Reditt data further demonstrating NPP-IPs
inference performance robustness on unrelated cyber forums.

Figure 3: An F1 score comparison of the Reddit Fo-
rum data using different BERT-based language models
indicates that our proposed NPP-IP model (Red) out-
performs NPP (Blue) in all but one language model,
achieving the highest score using RoBERTa LM.

improvements were observed using the real world227

Hackers Forums dataset, ranging between 3− 11%228

difference across F1 scores. This is despite the fact229

that the models were trained on Reddit only data.230

As shown, in Table 3, the Reddit dataset is com-231

prised of cybersecurity related topics across the232

different threads. This evidence is consistent with233

NPP-IP’s ability to better detect and leverage234

cybersecurity related information compared to235

other well known methods for social network236

construction based on thread structure predic-237

tion. Moreover, the framing of the instructional238

prompt using cyber related information may also239

have improved its performance across different fo-240

rums. This is a significant discovery since annotat-241

ing new datasets, especially in the cyber realm, is242

costly, requiring considerable human experts’ ef-243

forts to collect a decent size of data for training244

and testing. More research needs to be conducted245

to determine the extent to which framing cyber246

related instruction prompts can make text-based247

analysis more robust across different cyber forums 248

and datasets. 249

As precision and recall scores in Tables 1 and 2 250

show, both are considerably low in Reddit dataset, 251

with recall scores much lower than precision scores 252

in the Hacker Forums dataset. One possible expla- 253

nation for this observed behavior is that publicly 254

available pre-trained LMs were used. These LMs 255

are pre-trained by a wide range of topics across 256

a massive size of data. However, the cybersecu- 257

rity field is in a constant state of flux - changing 258

the meaning of words and adding new words quite 259

frequently. We suspect that LMs could not under- 260

stand many of the cybersecurity keywords in posts 261

predicting thread structures that were consistent 262

with actual social interaction. Thus, re-training 263

LMs with cybersecurity data should be explored to 264

improve the performance. 265

6 Conclusion 266

Predicting thread structures within cybersecurity 267

forums is a crucial component in defining key so- 268

cial networks used to identify prominent users who 269

provide useful information. Identifying these users 270

can facilitate prediction and prevention of future 271

cyber incidents and attacks. 272

A prompt-based learning model called Next 273

Paragraph Prediction with Instructional Prompting 274

(NPP-IP) for predicting thread structures across 275

different cybersecruity topics was introduced. The 276

method was evaluated using two different datasets 277

and compared against several well known meth- 278

ods. The results show that the NPP-IP method had 279

considerable improvement over existing methods, 280

achieving the highest F1 score across different real 281

world hacker forum datasets. 282
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Ethical Considerations283

In this research, we use one dataset from the other284

work with the agreement of using the dataset for285

this research only. We created the Hacker Forum286

dataset where the data from CYR3CON, and they287

already anonymized the site names and usernames.288

We have an agreement with CYR3CON to use the289

data for this research only, and not sharing the data290

in public. The Hacker Forums dataset has ran-291

domly picked 20 threads that have average 15.4292

posts per thread from three English hacker forums.293

The dataset was annotated by four cybersecurity294

experts (employees of CYR3CON) in a week as a295

part of their jobs. Our goal is to construct thread296

structure from unstructured forums. Further pre-297

cautions taken include not identifying individuals298

(including not publishing usernames), and present-299

ing results objectively. In addition, we use well-300

known publicly released language models, BERT301

and RoBERTa, for our experiments.302
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A Appendix 448

A.1 Dataset Statistics 449

Table 3 and Table 4 show the basic statistics of 450

Reddit and Hacker Forums dataset respectively.

Topic Name TH Posts
cyber_security 8 48

AskNetsec 14 338
ComputerSecurity 12 110

cyberpunk 11 176
cybersecurity 11 158

Hacking 12 370
Hacking_Tutorial 12 110

Malware 9 82
Malwarebytes 8 72

security 8 184

Table 3: The Reddit dataset consisted of ten cybersecu-
rity topics. “TH" is defined as the number of threads
in each topic while “Posts" is defined as the number of
Posts across the different threads.

451

Forum # TH Posts
Forum1 7 169
Forum2 7 80
Forum3 6 58

Table 4: The Hacker Forums dataset consisted of 20
threads from three hacker forums. “TH" is defined as the
number of threads in each topic while “Posts" is defined
as the number of Posts across the different threads.

A.2 Libraries and Hyperparameters 452

In order to build, train, and evaluate both NPP 453

and NPP-IP methods, torchtext 0.8.0 and Py- 454

Torch 1.7.1 (Paszke et al., 2017), pytorch-lightning 455

1.2.2 (Falcon and Cho, 2020), and transformers 456

3.4 (Wolf et al., 2020) on Google Colab (Nvidia 457

K80 12 GB GPU) were used. We use the hidden 458

dropout probability as 0.15. The batch size was 459

set to 8 and the learning rate was set to 5e-6. The 460

model was trained with > 10 epochs. Convergence 461

was observed around 3 epochs with limited over- 462

fitting and the maximum sequence length was set 463

to 250. 464
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